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Figure 7: 3350 BP core-formed Egyptk gialas pation bottle (British M- 
CQmASs website) 







Climate history has affected the preservation in some of the sites, which may provide clues 
to possible future climate effects on long term storage, and provides the dynamic backdrop 
for the human adaptations represented by the archaeological data. 

In addition to seeking examples of ancient soft perishables, our analysis expands the 
archaeological analogue concept to those sites which do not preserve material analogues 
for repository variables, using differential survival and other archaeological data to 
demonstrate poor preservation conditions over time. This approach attempts to address a 
key question posed by Stuckless [9] regarding the continuum of preserved art work and 
other analogues. Are we seeing all originally present analogues or have some been 
destroyed by environmental forces in the sheltered setting? This is an important question 
because Yucca Mountain is not likely to be completely dry due to normal infiltration of 
seasonal precipitation. The archaeological record can show how much variation there is in 
the degree of long term preservation and in some cases, what causes the variation. 

Implications for the proposed Yucca Mountain repository 
Future decisions concerning the management of any geological waste repository cannot be 
preempted completely by today's society. Although project managers and regulators may 
stipulate, as part of planning and licensing, how a repository is to be operated and closed, 
the multi-decade length of disposal projects means that the actual decisions will be taken 
by future generations on the basis of whatever drivers are important at the time. A clear 
example of how a new driver can radically affect a program is the possible impact of the 
Global Nuclear Energy Partnership (GNEP) on the waste forms that might be assigned to 
Yucca Mountain and how they will be managed. For example, the amount of spent fuel to 
be managed may be very significantly reduced and it is even debatable whether spent fuel 
would be disposed of, or simply stored until it can be reprocessed. 

Uncertainties such as these will affect all the plans we may have today concerning open 
periods, retrievability, backfilling, closure and sealing. With respect to Yucca Mountain, it 
is quite reasonable to envisage a long period (decades to hundreds of years) during which 
the repository could be managed as any one or more (i.e. sequentially) of the following: 

an open, ventilated and managed long-term store; 

an open, unventilated long-term store; 

a sealed, ventilated disposal facility without backfill; 

a sealed, unventilated disposal facility without backfill; 

a sealed and backfilled disposal facility. 

In these scenarios, the behavior and condition of repository materials over timeframes of 
hundreds or a few thousands of years will be an important aspect of future decision- 
making. As noted at the beginning of this article, this is the most critical period for the 
provision of containment. 

Over the longer-term, the climatic environment of Yucca Mountain is expected to vary 
significantly. It seems reasonable to assume that Nevada will either remain arid or will 
slowly return to wetter conditions, but not for many thousands to some tens of thousands 
of years. For the next few thousand years, conditions are expected to remain rather similar 
to today. 

Prior to closure, ambient atmospheric conditions will be warm, oxidizing and medium to 
low humidity, depending upon the use and scale of ventilation. Following closure, the 



facility will remain warm for several hundreds of years, with increasing humidity and 
continuing oxidizing conditions. One can also envisage a facility that is closed and sealed 
(to access by people) but nevertheless equipped with natural ventilation to maintain lower 
humidity. Over hundreds of years, unless a tunnel support system has been emplaced and 
maintained, some parts of the facility may suffer from roof collapse, affecting local 
atmospheric conditions. In a backfilled system, the waste packages would be surrounded 
by unsaturated rock/soil, but with relatively high humidity air in the pore-spaces. 

It can be seen that the preservation environments of the archaeological materials addressed 
in our study span all of these conditions. What, then, can be concluded with respect to the 
operation of Yucca Mountain? 

Conclusions 
No analogue, natural and archaeological, can match all aspects of the design, material and 
future evolution of a waste repository. Nevertheless, it is possible to use ow observations 
to draw conclusions of relevance to Yucca Mountain and to raise some interesting 
questions concerning the optimization of the design and the operational procedures. 

. Underground openings in arid regions are capable of providing exceptional preservation of 
glass and metals, like copper and bronze, for times that are at least as long as these 
materials have been known and used - their frequent perfect preservation suggests that 
they would actually survive very much longer. 

Ventilated environments provide excellent preservation of delicate organic materials such 
as fabrics, basketry, leather, wood and ivory - in the Middle East they are sometimes 
found with perfectly preserved copper items from 6000 BP, thus suggesting that the US 
dry cave preservation of organics would also have preserved metals for at least 10,000 
years. 

Preservation is best in openings that have been well-ventilated (open caves) but good 
preservation is also found in sealed openings, with the best being in the driest sites (e.g. 
Egypt). Even under high-humidity conditions, openings can provide preservation of glass, 
copperhronze for -3000 years. Burial in soils, probably with periodically high pore-space 
humidity, can also give excellent preservations of metals. 

As well as small artifacts, massive andor thick-walled glass and bronzelcopper objects 
similar to waste blocks and waste containers also have well-preserved analogues. 
Archaeological iron and steel artifacts are less well-preserved in moist, oxidizing 
underground openings, although objects buried in tuff and in 'dry' openings can maintain 
some integrity for -2000 years. 

Tombs excavated in native rock or built from stone and brick are generally in good 
structural condition, although some show soil and debris in-wash. 

Analogues show that even a multi-century-scale interim storage/retrievable period is 
achievable without a need to re-package and possibly without a need for extensive 
repository refurbishment. The first centuries of interim, retrievable storage are of the most 
immediate importance and the evidence from these analogues may indicate which 
materials are most demonstrabl) appropriate for retrievable waste packages. 

Stuckless [9] observed that backfilling and sealing the Yucca Mountain repository "may 
not enhance its performance". If well-ventilated conditions would be valuable for 
management on the decades to hundreds of year timescale, one can ask whether the 
repository can be designed so it can be sealed from human access but still have passive, 



very long-term natural ventilation? This, in turn, has implications for decisions on drip 
shields and backfilling options. It also raises the questions of how simpler container 
materials might perform under backfilled conditions (compared with C-22) with respect to 
releases occurring after about 10,000 years. 

If preservation of generally corrosion-resistant materials over hundreds to thousands of 
years under the oxidizing conditions of the repository is considered important, then a well- 
ventilated system may enhance performance. If decade-long or century-long retrievability 
is to be a feature of facility management, then a well-ventilated (forced or natural) design 
can be expected to keep corrosion-resistant materials in good condition - the analogous 
locations studied here have done this successfully for 6000 to 12,000 years, even for the 
most delicate organic materials. 

Designs where good natural ventilation might be maintained even after closure and sealing 
(to prevent human access), may provide enhanced preservation well into the multi- 
thousand year timeframe, although this would obviously need to be evaluated in a full 
performance assessment. Information from closed tombs (e.g. Etruscan, Egyptian and 
Assyrian) and artifacts buried in desert soils, where humidity has been elevated since 
burial, indicate that these conditions are less favorable - nevertheless they show that 
bronze, and even iron, can remain extremely well-preserved for 2000 to 3000 years. 
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